TERM 3 WEEK 1
Saturday 18th July

ISA Rugby
• Under 14 v St Andrew’s 10.00am
• Under 15 v St Andrew’s 11.00am
• Under 16 v St Andrew’s 12 noon
• 1st XV v St Andrew’s 1.15pm
  Camperdown

Prep Rugby
• 9s v Barker Central Coast Grammar School 3 - 9am
• 10s v Waverly Queens Park 6 9.30am
• 11s - 7s in Sydney TBA
• Prep 1sts v Tudor House Westfield 1 10.00am

ISC
v
St Andrew’s
Camperdown

PREP
Queens Park, Sydney,
Moss Vale
Results for Saturday 13th June v Redfield College

1st XV 7 lost to Redfield College 17
U16s 14 lost to Redfield College 17
U15s 19 lost to Redfield College 41
U14s 50 defeated Redfield College 0

Another perfect day on Saturday for Rugby. The Under 14s set the stage with a comprehensive win against Redfield. The 15s and 16s had close encounters unfortunately losing in the end. The First XV started their game with force and belief and ended the first half with a 7 all score-line. The second half saw Redfield draw away to win a very close game.

The winter holidays interrupt the season and we come back in July to see our first game of Term 3 at Camperdown against St Andrew’s Cathedral School. All players must keep their fitness over the holidays to ensure we are competitive next term running up to the Finals. Enjoy the time away, see you all next term.

CCGS 1sts XV

CCGS 7 defeated by Redfield 17
(Try: Kernan. Goal: Henderson-Foley)

The first half began with excellent physical Rugby. Lapses in our decision making gave possession to Redfield. Penalties mounted for both sides. Field position gave us momentum, however pushing the pass or lapse in concentration gave away possession. Our lineout dominated Redfield – they could not compete, nor counter. A try a piece at the break.

The second half saw a change in tempo. Both sides wanted the win, however, the game slowed - bogged in penalties and scrums. A loss of momentum made our game plan difficult to follow. Our lineout continued baffle Redfield and after a number of losses against the head, our scrum began to compete. Great phase play from both sides, penalties and loss of possession hurt opportunities. Composure and decision making under pressure decided the final score. A lost opportunity? Yes.

Can we be better – CERTAINLY!
CCGS Under 16

CCGS 16s 14 defeated by Redfield 17
(Tries: Baines, Brown. Goals: Baines 2)
The boys were anticipating a hard game and the first half proved them right. Three tries and a goal down at half time was a considerable hurdle. Every facet of the game so far was in the favour of Redfield. Field position was given away by poor decisions. Lack of strength in the scrums, mauls and rucks made possession even more precious when gained and given away.
The second half saw a change of belief. Strength returned. Good decisions were made. Field position paid off. Ball retention gave phase play a chance. Two tries and two goals to NIL in this half showed that the Redfield team was beatable. All the boys needed to do was to just do it the way they knew they could. A great last ISA game for the term. Get ready for the first game back against St Andrew’s.

CCGS Under 15

CCGS Under 15s 17 defeated by Redfield 37
(Tries: Scarr, Herron, Gray. Goal: Mare)
Another great game by this ever developing team. Every player is making significant improvements to their understanding and skills in the game of rugby. The game plan is working very well and out structure and phase play is causing the opposition problems. Our defence is still a weakness, however we will address this at training. Therefore it is essential that all players attend training. At Half time the score line was 12 - 14 and we started slow so this was a huge effort. We should take confidence that we are a competitive team this year. The final score shows the opposition go too far ahead to stop but again our boys didn’t give in. Two lucky bounces gave the opposition the unattainable lead. However the coaching staff have a strategy to put in place should we meet this team again?
I’d like to finish by saying that Simon and I are very proud of the effort that the boys are committing and it is on the back of this and with increased confidence that I say this team will be successful. Remember, we have only had 3 games this season and in those three games we have improved heaps. With more game time under our belts we can only get better. Have a good break, stay fit and I look forward to term 3.
CCGS Under 14

CCGS 14s 60 defeated Redfield 0
(Tries: McGimpsey 4, Medcalf 2, Gordon 2 Hingerty, Fischer. Goals: Gordon 5)

An excellent team effort that resulted in a comfortable win to the 14s side. The forward pack led by Patrick troubled the opposition from the outset, scoring four tries along the way. The Redfield side tackled well in patches and it did take a big effort from the forwards to lay a solid platform for the backs to dominate.

The forward pack dominated the scrum and the majority of ruck and maul ball. We still need to learn our roles at the breakdown and improve our body height. Best forwards for the match were Patrick, Ethan, Campbell, Cooper and Rory. Tyson, Bryce and Lachlan had some terrific phases as well.

The backline were well led by Max at scrum half. He made some good snipes from the back and was rewarded with a couple of tries. Harrison and Huwan dominated in the centres and Oscar was excellent at the back in positional play. Rory supported well and scored a good try of his own. Brodie did well in the backs and proved very strong when he moved to the forwards.

Thanks to James I and Henry R for backing up for us too.
CCGS v St Andrew’s

St Andrew’s Oval off Carillon Ave Camperdown
Pay Station Car Park Under
FROM THE PREP CONVENEOR

***** CAMP WARATAH *****

Don’t miss out on Camp Waratah these July school holidays!
With highly qualified NSW Rugby development coaches, Camp Waratah will help you develop your core rugby skills, improving your knowledge on and off the field.
All Camp Waratah participants will receive an amazing Sports Pack filled with a backpack, ball, and hat plus some Waratahs memorabilia and the chance to meet some of our very own Waratahs.
Open to ages 6-14, come and join the NSW Rugby Union team in creating a Waratahs pathway.

For more information and to register please follow the link below.

CCGS Under 10s 29 defeated St Aloysius 21

Prep Rugby Round 6 Results

Under 9s  CCGS 19 lost to St Aloysius 29
Under 10s CCGS 40 defeated 24
Under 11s CCGS - CCGS defeated both Barker College and Sydney Grammar St Ives
Prep First XV - CCGS 0 defeated by Kinross 28

PREP 1STS

Prep 1sts 0 defeated by Kinross 28

On Saturday we drove to The Kings School in North Parramatta to play against Kinross School who are from Orange. We were determined to have fun and especially to start the game well because this has been a problem in other games. We did start much better and our coach was very happy. Our rucking was much improved with the effort in cleaning out and attempts to steal the ball showing a dramatic improvement. Our ball handling was also much better. We allowed some tries in because mainly we were missing one on one tackles although Kinross never scored any long range tries. They scored mostly just barge over tries. Despite this, we remained positive at half time and in the second half, just like our other games, we were more successful and we found better field position. It was a fun game as we played quite well and because we were a lot more committed in the ruck and did not stand back very much at all – seems we have learnt it’s more fun to get in there! Angus Schoffl was Man of the Match and was again our most busy defender. Jesse Venner was good also and so was Jack Jenkins at flyhalf. We have had some injuries and players away and a lot of us are playing out of position and doing an excellent job too. Match report by Noah Stewart and Max Rattray
UNDER 11s

CCGS defeated Barker College & Sydney Grammar St Ives

This weekend saw the CCGS Under 11s play their first two games in the IPSHA Rugby 7s competition at Koola Park, Killara. What a fantastic competition this is! The boys won both of their games, the first against Barker College and second against St Ives Prep. The boys have been working extra hard at training and paying special attention to Coach Cusak and Mr McLoughlin. The results of this were obvious on the field with all players engaging more and eager to have a run. Some solid runs from Tom, Harrison Betts, Alex, Jackson, Spencer and Harrison Rindfleish, backed up by good support from the team.

Tackling has improved noticeably as well, with some good tackles from Austin, Sam, Alex and River. Alex Pulbrook should be commended for an inspirational try saving tackle, appearing out of nowhere, diving full speed, tackling the opposing player and taking him into touch. Equally impressive was Jackson's almost full length of the field try, sprinting down the left wing, avoiding several tackles and crossing line. Tries scored by Alex, Harrison Betts, Harrison Rhinefleish, Jackson, Spencer, Tom and Alex. Keep working hard at training. Well done boys.
CcgS Under 10s 29 defeated St Aloysius 21

In another wonderful exhibition of attacking Rugby, the Mighty Nines were, once again unlucky losers. However, they were only losers on the scoreboard because all the players had fun in a fantastic team effort. It was a very even tussle right from the start and, amazingly, it remained nil all for a long time as both sides slugged it out. The forwards were working as a unit and, led by Flynn Jones, Mikey Tripolone and Isaac Wasiliev, they more than held their own at the breakdown. Out wide, the starting backs of Casper Mudge, Jack McHugh, Max Murray, Harry Atherton and Lucca Phillips were all defending well and beginning to threaten in attack. Unfortunately, a marking lapse allowed the St, Alo’s centre to streak away and score but CCGS answered straight away with a typical runaway try by McHugh, following a clever pass by Lachlan Barnett. Once again, a loss of concentration in defence allowed the visitors to score once more and take the lead at the break. The message at half time was to maintain the effort and score two quick tries! The Nines scored one when, following strong rucking from Tripolone, Tom Potts, Charlie Welsh and Fin Tomlinson, McHugh grabbed the ball and veered towards and under the posts. With Murray’s arrow-like conversion the Nines had levelled things up! But there was more to come as, first, Mudge rumbled his way down field then, after effective ruck work from Wasiliev, Jack Venables and Ethan Bilson-Atanassoff, McHugh scored an identical blistering try to take the lead! However, CCGS couldn’t hold a consistent defensive line and, despite brave efforts from McHugh, Jones and Oscar Fort, St. Alos scored two late tries to snatch the win. Bad luck boys. A win is very close!!

Best and Fairest 3 points-Flynn Jones, Casper Mudge 2 points-Mikey Tripolone, Max Murray 1 point Harry Atherton

* Apologies to Max for an incorrect stat from last week. You scored two tries and Jack got three!!
CCGS Under 9

CCGS Under 9s 25 lost to Grammar St Ives 30
CCGS Under 9s 19 (McHugh 3 tries, Murray 2 goas) lost to St. Aloysius 29

In another wonderful exhibition of attacking Rugby, the Mighty Nines were, once again unlucky losers. However, they were only losers on the scoreboard because all the players had fun in a fantastic team effort. It was a very even tussle right from the start and, amazingly, it remained nil all for a long time as both sides slugged it out. The forwards were working as a unit and, led by Flynn Jones, Mikey Tripolone and Isaac Wasiliev, they more than held their own at the breakdown. Out wide, the starting backs of Casper Mudge, Jack McHugh, Max Murray, Harry Atherton and Lucca Phillips were all defending well and beginning to threaten in attack. Unfortunately, a marking lapse allowed the St, Alo’s centre to streak away and score but CCGS answered straight away with a typical runaway try by McHugh, following a clever pass by Lachlan Barnett. Once again, a loss of concentration in defence allowed the visitors to score once more and take the lead at the break. The message at half time was to maintain the effort and score two quick tries! The Nines scored one when, following strong rucking from Tripolone, Tom Potts, Charlie Welsh and Fin Tomlinson, McHugh grabbed the ball and veered towards and under the posts. With Murray’s arrow-like conversion the Nines had levelled things up! But there was more to come as, first, Mudge rumbled his way down field then, after effective ruck work from Wasiliev, Jack Venable and Ethan Bilson-Atanassoff, McHugh scored an identical blistering try to take the lead! However, CCGS couldn’t hold a consistent defensive line and, despite brave efforts from McHugh, Jones and Oscar Fort, St. Alos scored two late tries to snatch the win. Bad luck boys. A win is very close!!

Best and Fairest 3 points-Flynn Jones, Casper Mudge 2 points-Mikey Tripolone, Max Murray 1 point Harry Atherton

* Apologies to Max for an incorrect stat from last week. You scored two tries and Jack got three!!
Advanced Game Times Saturday 18 July

**ISA**

1sts XV v St Andrew’s  1.15pm  
U16 v St Andrew’s  12 noon  
U15 v St Andrew’s  11.00am  
U14 v St Andrew’s  10.00am

**PREP**

9s v Barker CCGS 3 at 9am  
10s v Waverly Queens Park 6  at 9.30am  
11s - 7s Sydney TBA  
Prep 1sts v Tudor House Westfield 1 10.00am
Prep 1sts v Tudor House 10.00am Westfield 1

Under 10s v Waverly College 9.30am Queens Park 6
CCGS v Chevalier
8th August

Bowral
Supporters’ Golf and Shopping

Friday 7th August
golf/shopping/lunch from 11am
Aperitifs after and depart for Accommodation by 6.30pm
(a very early night before the Rugby!)

Briars Telephone 02 4868 3566.